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The caption of Table XVof the original article states that the product branching fractions are in units of 10−4, while they
are in fact in units of 10−6. The corrected table is given below.
TABLE XV. Results for the product branching fractions BðB− → RK−Þ × BðR → Dþπ−Þ (10−6). The four quoted
errors are statistical, experimental systematic, model, and inclusive branching fraction uncertainties, respectively.
Resonance Branching fraction
D0ð2400Þ0 6.1 1.9 0.5 1.4 0.4
D2ð2460Þ0 23.2 1.1 0.6 1.0 1.6
D1ð2760Þ0 3.6 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.2
S-wave nonresonant 27.8 5.4 1.1 7.9 1.9
P-wave nonresonant 17.4 4.1 1.5 2.7 1.2
Dvð2007Þ0 5.6 1.7 1.0 1.1 0.4
Bv 2.6 1.4 0.6 1.2 0.2
*Full author list given at end of the original article.
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